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INTRODUCTION 
If G represents any real harmonic function on a plane region R, the 
set of all differentials du with finite Dirichlet norm sspER (do, d%(p)) 
is a pre-Hilbert space H(R) with respect to this norm. (For convenience 
one may also consider the elements of H(R) to be harmonic functions 
modulo additive constants.) If the boundary r of R is suitably defined, 
one can obtain an isomorphism c of H(R) onto a space Z’(r) of boundary 
functions modulo additive constants simply by letting a(~) assume the 
boundary values f of u, provided that these values are defined by some 
analog of Fatou’s theorem. Then if D(U) represents the Dirichlet norm 
of 21 E H(R) and if one sets Q(f) = D(a-l(f)) for any f E X’(T), Z(T) 
becomes a pre-Hilbert space with respect to the norm 9. How can one 
represent 9(f) directly in terms of integrations on r and without recourse 
to u-l(f) ? 
A direct computation of 9(f) is important for several reasons. First 
of all, X(p) is just that class of boundary functions to which the 
Dirichlet principle may be applied, so that it is useful to have a priori 
knowledge about the convergence of 9(f) for any given f on r. Secondly, 
if f is assigned on only a portion of Tone may solve the natural boundary 
value problem, to determine those values of f on the remaining portion 
of r which minimize the Dirichlet norm of the solution of the first 
boundary value problem with boundary function f, merely by minimizing 
9(f). In the third place, B(f) is of crucial importance to Douglas’ solution 
of the Plateau problem (see [13], [14], and [15]). Finally, as a result 
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of the direct computation of 9(f) one immediately obtains the result 
that X(r) as well as H(R) is a Dirichlet space in the sense of Beurling 
and Deny (see [6]). 
The.first direct computation of 9(f) was performed by Douglas [13] 
for the unit circle, with the result 
2n 2n . 
9(f) = & I 5 [f(d) - f(rp)12 sin-l? dq de. e=o p=O 
Later papers of Douglas [14], [15], and Aronszajn [l] give the generaliza- 
tion 
where G is the Green function of R, but they provide only formal proofs, 
omitting the justification of rather crucial interchanges of limiting proce- 
dures in the presence of the singularities of G and its derivatives. 
The primary purpose of the present paper is to provide a proof of 
an appropriate modification of the preceding formula, which we shall 
call the first refiresentation theorem. We shall also consider several 
related results. 
Section I is devoted exclusively to the first representation theorem. 
It depends on several properties of the appropriate measure on r x r 
introduced in 5 1 and on the approximation theorem of $ 2. With this 
background, the proof of the representation theorem itself, given in two 
different fashions in Theorems 6 and 7, is a direct consequence of a trivial 
but important property of an arbitrary normed linear space, Lemma 12. 
The difference between Theorems 6 and 7 is that the latter is more 
convenient for computational purposes and possesses an elegance which 
is lacking in Theorem 6, the measure on I’ x r being computed directly 
in terms of the Bergman kernel function. 
The first representation theorem is not the only representation of 
the desired type which one can obtain for 9(f). For since the Dirichlet 
norm vanishes whenever f is a constant function on r, one expects that 
9(f) can be represented as a quadratic functional in df, In order to 
prepare for such a representation, which occupies Section II, it is necessary 
to obtain various new identities between the Green and Neumann func- 
tions on R. These identities are presented in considerable detail because 
of their intrinsic interest. 
Much of the material of Section I can easily be generalized to n- 
dimensional Euclidean space and even to arbitrary Green spaces in the 
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sense of Brelot. The statement of the first representation theorem itself 
possesses such a generalization, although unfortunately its proof depends 
on the approximation theorem of $ 2, which is not available except for 
n = 2. Since the approximation theorem is not even generally valid 
when n = 2 it is necessary to appeal to the method of conformal mapping 
to complete the proof of the first representation theorem. Conformal 
mappings have also been used in establishing the existence of “boundary 
functions” and an appropriate measure on the boundary, although one 
might conceivably obtain these results by other techniques. As a result 
of such shameless appeal to the method of conformal mapping, the 
present proof of the first representation theorem cannot possibly be 
generalized to arbitrary Green spaces. The result appears to be of 
sufficient interest even in two dimensions to over-ride this flaw, however. 
It is to be hoped that further study of Green spaces in general will 
eventually provide the necessary techniques for proving the generaliza- 
tion of the first representation theorem. The second representation 
theorem, on the other hand, does not make sense in higher dimensions, 
and no apology needs to be given for its proof. 
In Appendix I we suppose that R’ is any sub-region of R and we 
represent .fJps~~ (WP), HP)) d irectly in terms of o(u), generalizing both 
representation theorems of Sections I and II, and in Appendix II we 
compare Z(r) to various other classes of functions on I’. 
I. THE FIRST REPRESENTATION THEOREM 
1. The Boundary of R and its Quadratic Measure 
In order to avoid endless repetition of the conditions on R we shall 
start with a somewhat restricted definition of a region. 
DEFINITION 1. A region is any bounded a%d finitely connected open 
subset of the Euclideati plane. A region is regular if its topological boundary 
consists of a finite number of non-intersecting regular Jordan curves. 
The restriction to bounded sets is not crucial since the main results 
of this paper are conformally invariant. However, since several compact- 
ness arguments are involved we shall retain the condition as a convenience. 
Let C be the topological boundary of R, let D be the diagonal 
{(p, q) E C x Cl+ = 4) of C x C, and let G be the Green function of R. 
Then if R is regular one can define a quadratic measure on C x C - D 
in terms of & (P> 4) as we shall show in the present section. The 
corresponding measure cannot be introduced so easily in the general 
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case, however, nor is the topological boundary even meaningful as the 
domain of the boundary functions. For this reason we shall later define 
a boundary P and an appropriate measure as conformal invariants, which 
will permit us to reduce the entire representation problem to the regular 
case. 
Let d($, q) be the Euclidean distance between fi g R and q E R, let 
G*(#, q) = G($, q) + log d(;b, q), and note that G* is harmonic in both 
variables on R x R. 
LEMMA 1. If R is a regular region, then for any (9, q) E i? x i? there 
exist $lane neighborhoods Np artd Nq of p ad q such that G* is harmcmic 
in each variable on Np x N4. 
PROOF. We shall first show that the lemma is valid when (fi, q) E C x C. 
Since the desired property is preserved by any conformal map which 
carries NP n C and Nq n C into any other segments of regular curves, 
by the reflection principle, it suffices to suppose that p has Cartesian 
coordinates (A+, 0), that q has Cartesian coordinates (xq, 0), that NP n C 
and Nq n C are portions of the x-axis, and that (x~, y) and (x,, y) belong 
to R for sufficiently small positive values of y. In this case we may 
extend G* as desired by setting G*(x, - y; [, - q) = - G*(x, - y; [, q) 
= - G*(x, y; 6, - r) = G*(x, y; 5, ~1) for (x, y) and (t, q) in sufficiently 
small neighborhoods of (xP, 0) and (x,, 0), respectively. By a trivial mod- 
ification of the preceding argument one obtains the same result for 
(p, q) E R x C and (p, q) E C x R, which completes the proof. 
Suppose that R is regular, let sp denote the length of the regular 
Jordan arc in C which joins $ with some fixed point in the component 
of C containing p, with the usual orientation, and define sp in a similar 
fashion. Then if a/&~, and a/&z, represent interior normal differentiations 
a2G 
at p and q, respectively, it follows from Lemma 1 that ___ anp anq (PI 4) is 
well defined and that its value depends analytically on sp and sq when 
(p, q) E c x c - D. 
Clearly one may define a measure on C x C - D merely by specifying 
its values on pairs (cl, c2) of disjoint closed arcs in C in terms of a double 
integral with respect to the measures sp and sg. Specifically, we shall 
consider 
DEFINITION 2. Let m represent that measure on C x C - D szlch that 
m(cl x c2) = & 
ss 
& (P, 9) as, 4 
(P,P)EC’ x 0 
whenever 19 ad. c2 are disjoid closed aws of C. 
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We shall prove that m is a nonnegative measure; in fact, the next 
result contains a slightly stronger assertion which will be used later. 
LEMMA 2. If R is regzllar then & (fi,q) >OforaZZ(fi,q)EC x C--D. 
P 4 
PROOF. Let p, and q1 represent points of R. Since G@,, qJ > 0 and 
G(fi,, q) = 0 it follows that aG/ an, (fir, q) > 0, and since G(fi, ql) = G(+, q) = 0 
it follows that $-; (p, q) > 0 for all (9, q) E C x C - D. Now identify 
any neighborhood of fi E C in the obvious fashion with a neighborhood 
of the origin of the complex plane, and note that if p # q and if z is 
the complex coordinate of PI, Lemma 1 implies that 
E (p,,q) = Im{a,z”+ an+Mil + . ..> 
where a,, # 0 for some positive integer n. Then on some sufficiently 
small circle about 9, aG/an,( *, q) alternates in sign approximately every 
z/n radians, the approximation improving as the radius of the circle 
decreases. Since E~G/%z,(pr, q) > 0 for all 9, E R, the regularity of 
C implies that n = 1, hence that SO that 
%n%- (fi, q) > 0 as desired. 
4 
The topological boundary C of R is not in general a suitable domain 
of definition for the boundary functions (defined later) of the harmonic 
functions on R, and in any event the measure m cannot be treated so 
simply if C is not regular. The natural boundary to consider, at least 
in the simply connected case, is the set of prime ends; for among its 
other virtues this set is a conformal invariant. We can define the prime 
ends of an arbitrary region (as in Definition 1) by a trivial extension of 
the usual notion. For any such region is the image in the plane of the 
intersection of a finite number of simply connected regions of the Gauss 
sphere, all but one of which contain the point at infinity, and since their 
boundaries are mutually disjoint one may consider that set which is 
the union of all of their prime ends. Henceforth the word “prime end” 
will denote any member of this set. 
DEFINITION 3. Let I’ denote the set of prime ends of R and let d denote 
the diagona2 {(p, q) E I’ x .@ = q} of T x r. 
The purpose of this section is to characterize a natural measure 
I’ x 1” - A which corresponds to m when R is regular. 
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In order to work effectively with P we shall use a set of regular curves 
in R which depend on a real parameter and on an arbitrary point #,, E R. 
For any $+, E R and any sufficiently small positive E, say 0 < E < e,,, 
the set {p E RIG@, p,,) > E) is a region R, which has the same 
connectivity as R, since the latter is finitely connected, and fur- 
thermore gradp G(p, p,) # 0 in R - g. Consequently, if r, represents 
the set of niveau lines {p E RIG@, p,,) = E}, the family {Tel0 < E < ee) 
possesses a unique family of orthogonal trajectories in R - gO. 
DEFINITION 4. For some fixed p, E R let f denote the family of or- 
thogo?zal trajectories to {re10 < E < eO} in. R - EO, where 
r. = (P E RIG(P> P,,} = E> Re = (P E RIG(P, P,) > ~1, 
and E,, is sufficiently small that ReO has the same connectivity as R. 
The elements of ? are known as Greelz l&es and have been studied 
extensively by Brelot and Choquet in [8], [9] and [lo]. 
Since G is a conformal invariant in the sense that if 97 is a conformal 
map of the region R with Green function G onto the region R’ with Green 
function G’ th_en G’(v(P), q(q)) = G(p, 4) for any p E R and 4 E R, it follows 
that 9 maps r onto the family ? in R’ which is defined in terms of q@,). 
Since an arbitrary region R can always be mapped conformally onto a 
regular region, for which the elements of P can be extended to a region 
which contains z - gO, by Lemma 1, we may thus use the regular . 
case to define a topology in r and r. For if R’ is regular there is an 
obvious one-one correspondence among the elements of the boundaries 
r’, .?‘, and C’ of R’, and the open arcs of the individual components of 
C’ are a base for a natural topology in C’. Mapping R’ back onto R by 
means of q-l, it is clear that the one-one correspondence is preserved 
between the boundaries r and f of R and that the induced topologies 
are independent of the particular regular region R’ onto which R is 
mapped. For convenience we shall frequently refer to arcs in I’ or 
.?, which correspond to arcs of some C’, as above. 
We shall define a measure on P x I’ - A by means of a limiting 
procedure, which agrees with m in the regular case. Suppose that PO E R 
has been fixed and that 0 < 11 < E < co. Let GI, denote the Green func- 
tion of R,,, let a/&z, and a/&z, denote interior normal differentiations on 
I’, and r’, respectively, let pe and qq denote the intersections with r, 
and r,, respectively, of those elements 6 and 4 in .? which correspond 
to p and q in r, let S*(E) denote the arc length between p, E r, and some 
fixed point of that component of r, which contains p, with the usual 
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orientations, and similarly let s,(q) denote the arc length between q,] E r, 
and some fixed point of that component of r, which contains qrl, also 
with the usual orientations. 
DEFINITION 5. Let ,u~,~ represent that (not necessarily nonnegatizle) 
,measwe on F x T such that if y1 and y2 are awy two am o/ r. 
Note that ,u~,~ depends on p, E R; this dependence will disappear in 
the limiting case. Note furthermore that we have not supposed that 
y1 and y2 are disjoint, as in Definition 2; this was not necessary since 
7 # E so that there are no singularities in the integrand. This is of no 
particular significance, however, since we shall later be concerned only 
with the measure on F x r - A which is induced by this measure on 
r x r. 
In Lemma 3 and 4 we shall prove that ,IA~,~ is actually a nonnegative 
measure for suitable choices of E and ~7. The next steps in defining the 
analog of m on r x r - A are i) to prove that in the regular case m 
can be obtained from pE,11 by an appropriate limiting procedure, 
ii) to show that ,u~,? is a conformal invariant, in an obvious sense, and 
iii) to define a measure on r x r - A in terms of the limit of P~,~. These 
steps will be taken in Lemma 5, Lemma 6, and Definition 6, respectively. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that R is regular and let ajan and a/an, denote 
interior normal differentiations on C and r,, respectively. Then there 
exists an E’ > 0 suclz that & (p, qE) > 0 for all (e; p, q) E (0,~‘) x r x r. 
PROOF. Since G(p, q) = G*(p, q) - logd(p, q), where d(p, q) is the 
Euclidean distance between p and q, and since G* is harmonic in each 
variable on some open set including i? x R, by Lemma l,a:& (p, %) 
e 
clearly diverges to + w as E approaches zero, for each (fi, p) E A, so that 
thecontinuityof ;“” (p,qJ implies that for each pErthere exists an q(P) 
and a s(p) > 0 sue; that 0 < E < &i(p) and d(p, q) < S(p) imply 
& (p, qE) > 1. Hence by the compactness of r there exists a 6 > 0 and 
E 
an er > 0, both independent of p, such that 0 < E < &I and d(p, q) < 8 imply 
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g (p, q8) > 1. Thus if d (6) denotes the open neighborhood of A which 
8 
is defined by d(fi, q) < 6, we have verified the desired inequality for 
(E; P, q) E (0, EJ x 44. N ow if es is chosen so small that Rg, has the same 
connectivity as R, & (P? qe) is a continuous function of (e;p, q) E [0, E.J x 
(r x r - A(&), and since the domain is compact it is also uniformly 
continuous there, which implies i) that for any EE [0, es], $$$ (PI qs) 
(I 
is uniformly continuous on .F x r - A(6), and ii) that jFO& (p, qJ 
uniformly for all (p,q)EF x r-d(6). Since 
for (p, qJqE F x I’ - A (6) by Lemma 2, i) implies that there exists an 
a2G 
cc > 0 such that ---(p,q) >,crforall (p,q)EI’x r--d(6), hence by an an
P I 
ii) there exists an &2 such that 0 < E < e2 implies $Z$ (p, q*) > 0 for all 
8 
(p.q)~rxM(&Thus& (p,qJ ispositivein [0,e2] x (Fx F---4(6)) 
E 
as well as in (0, el) x A (8), and one may set E’ = min (ei, es) to complete 
the proof. 
LEMMA 4. If R is regular then for any p, E R and any sufficiently 
small E > 0 there exists an $ > 0 such that 0 < 7’ < E and that p, ,, is a 
nonnegative measure on r x r whenever 0 < 7 < $. 
PROOF. It will suffice to show that if E’ is defined as in Lemma 3, 
then for every E E (0, E’) there exists an 9’ such that 0 < q’ < E and 
& (p, q) > 0 whenever 0 < q < 7’. But if C is regular 2 (fi,q) 
e ‘I E ‘I 
is a continuous function of 7 E [0, E) by Lemma 1 and the Hadamard 
variational formula, so that the proof is an immediate consequence of the 
compactness of r x r. 
LEMMA 5. S@pose that R is regular, that 19 alzd c2 are disjoint closed 
arcs of C, and that y1 and y2 are the correspondilzg arcs of I’. Then if 
O<~(e)<~fo~each~>O,limp E.1(6)V x r2) = W x c2). E--*O 
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PROOF. Since G( -, p,,) is harmonic in a region which contains K, 
Lemma 1 and the Hadamard variational formula imply that 2 (PE,Y,) 
e 0 
is continuous for all (E, 7, p, q) E (0, Q,) x (0, E,,) x K x a such that 17 ( E, 
and hence that it is uniformly continuous in the appropriate compact 
subset. Also the harmonicity of G( I, p,) implies that the length of any 
arc yE which is the intersection of F, and some arc in f is a continuous 
function of E, which completes the proof. 
LEMMA 6. Let 91 be a conformal map of the region R onto a region R’ 
which carries two ales y1 and y2 of F into yl’ and y2’, respectively, define 
the region R,’ in terms of t&b,), let G,,’ be the Green function of R,’ and set 
Then. ~~,~‘(yl x y2’) = p6,,Jy1 x y2). 
PROOF. It will suffice to show that if u is any harmonic function in a 
neighborhood of a regular Jordan arc y in the interior of R, then 
,Ly WWPP, is a conformal invariant. To prove this we complete y 
to a rectifiable Jordan curve I’, lying in a simply connected portion of 
the domain of u and let v be the harmonic measure of y in the interior R, 
of r,. Since v induces a conformal map of R,, and since$li (dz@) dv(P)) 
is invariant under any conformal map of R*, it follows tiat 
g(P) 4= v(P) f (P) 4 = WP)9 dv(P)) = (du’(P)9dv’(P)) 
PEY PSI‘* PER. fieR*’ 
-1 
v’(P) g(p) dsp’ = 
5 
g(P) 4’ 
Per*’ PW’ 
as desired. 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 6 is that the regularity hypoth- 
esis may be dropped from Lemma 4, since one can always map an 
arbitrary region conformally onto a regular region. Although we shall 
not need this strengthened form of Lemma 4 explicitly in the sequel, 
it seems worthwhile to indicate that Lemma 4 is not the best possible 
result. 
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LEMMA 4a. For any region R and any $,, E R and any sufficiently 
small E > 0 there exists an 7’ > 0 such that 0 < 7’ < E and that ,I.L~,~ is a 
rconnegative measure on r x .P whenever 0 < q < 7’. 
We may now apply Lemmas 5 and 6 to define a nonnegative measure 
on I’ x r - A for any region R, which corresponds to m if R is regular. 
As in Definition 2 it will suffice to define the measure of the product of 
two disjoint closed arcs in I7 Let us first note that lim ,~&yl x y2) 
S-b0 
s>q>o 
is defined independently of the manner in which 17 + 0 provided only 
that 0 < 7 < E for each 7, since by Lemma 6 it suffices to consider the 
regular case, for which Lemma 5 provides the result. By the same 
reasoning it follows that the limit is independent of the point $0 E R I 
which is used to define r and that it is a conformal invariant. 
DEFINITION 6. For any region R and any point f10 E R let p be that 
measure on r x I’ - A such that p(yl x y2) = !;~II t&y1 x y2) for 
E>O>O 
the product y1 x y2 of any two disjoint closed arcs of r. 
The results of Lemmas 5 and 6 may now be summarized as follows: 
LEMMA 7. p is a conformal invariant, independent of p, and of the 
manner in which q -+ 0 provided only that 0 < q < E for each E. Fur- 
thermore, if R is regular and 19 and c2 are disjoint arcs of C which correspond 
to the arcs y1 and y2 of r, ,u(yl x y2) = m(cl x c2). 
The following result is crucial in the proof of the first representation 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. For any region R there exist two monotonic decreasing 
null sequences {en/n E co} and {q&z E co}, with 0 < q,,< E,,, such that each 
,G,,,,,,, is a nonnegative measure on r x r - A which is absolutely contin- 
uous with respect to the measure ,u = lim P~,,,~,. 
PROOF. By Lemma 6 it suffices to consider the case that R is regular, 
where ,u~,~ is trivially absolutely continuous with respect to ,LC, for any 
sufficiently small E and q,O < 7 < E. To select the two sequences we may 
first suppose that e. is sufficiently small that RBO has the same connectivity 
as R, and choose any e1 satisfying 0 < e1 < co. Then by Lemma 4 an qr 
exists such that ,u~,,?, is nonnegative. Suppose that E,, and 7, have been 
chosen such that ,I+,,,, is nonnegative and set e,,+r = min (q,,, 2- “). 
Then by Lemma 4 an q,,+r exists such that ,LL~,,+~,+,+~ is nonnegative. 
Clearly the sequences {E~[PZ E o} and (mln E w} chosen in this fashion 
satisfy the conditions of the theorem, as desired. 
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2. A Generalization of a Theorem of 0. J. Farrell 
Suppose that R is regular and let H(R) denote the pre-Hilbert space 
defined in the Introduction. In preparation for the proof of the first 
representation theorem we shall show that one can find a set H’(R) of 
harmonic functions on R such that H’(R) is dense in H(R) and such that 
each u E H’(R) can be extended to a harmonic function on some region 
containing R. In order to prove the existence of such an H’(R) we shall 
first prove a similar theorem for analytic functions which generalizes a 
theorem of 0. J. Farrell (see [17], [18] and [31]), which was originally 
a conjecture of Carleman (see [12]). 
For any analytic function f on a region R in the complex plane and 
any fixed p > 0, let 1 If/ lR = JJZERl/(z) /p dx dy and note that / / / lR norms 
the linear space of analytic functions on R whenever p > 1, this space 
being a pre-Hilbert space if p = 2. (This space and H(R) are actually 
Hilbert spaces; see [3] for a proof. Completeness is of no consequence 
in the present section, however.) For convenience we shall not indicate 
the value of p in the notation for the norm 11 IIR; we are primarily in- 
terested in the case p = 2. 
THEOREM (0. J. Farrell). Let f be any alzalytic function on the interior 
R of a Jordan curve in the complex plane, and suppose that /If/ jR < co. 
Then for any E > 0 there exists a polynomial function z on R such that 
IIf - +?< 8. 
Farrell actually proves a slightly stronger theorem, obtaining the same 
result whenever R is any simply connected region whose boundary is 
also the boundary of its complement. Not every such region is the interior 
of a Jordan curve, as one can easily show by example (see p. 354 of [ll], 
e.g.). However, this generality is of no interest in the present paper since 
we need the following generalization only in the case that R is a regular 
region. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a bounded domain o/ the complex plane whose 
(topological) boundary consists of n + 1 nonintersecting Jordan curves 
?.>‘. . 
., C, stick that C,,. . ., C,, lie in the interior of C,, let zl,. . . , z,, be 
owz s in the interiors of C,, . . . , C, respectively, and suppose that p > 1. 
Then for any analytic function f on R such that Ilfl JR < 00 and any E > 0 
there exists a polynomial function z in z, l/(z - zJ, . . . , 1 /(z - .z,) such that 
II/ - nllR< &. 
The proof of Theorem 2 depends on the two lemmas which follow. 
For the convenience of notational symmetry we shall write R, and f, 
for R and f, respectively, in these lemmas and in the proof of the theorem 
itself. 
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Let R,,* der -4e the interior of C, and let f,* denote the analytic 
function on Ro* such that for any point z in the interior of any rectifiable 
Jordan curve y,,* in R,* which contains C,, . . . , C, in its interior, 
the orientation of y,, * being the same as that of C,. 
LEMMA 8. If P > 1, then llfoII~,< 00 im#Zies IjfO*/lR.,< cw. 
PROOF. Let yoJ yl,. . . , yn be any rectifiable Jordan curves in thtk 
region bounded by some yo* such that y. contains yr, . . . , y,, in its interior 
and each yi contains Ci in its interior and you . . . u $$u . . . u yn in its 
exterior, i = 1,. . ., n, andlet 6=min{/z-~~lzEy,, CE~~U...U~~) 
and q = min (1.z - [/ /z E yo, 5 E yo*}. Then if S denotes the annulus 
between Co and yo, 
/Ifo*IlR,‘= IIfo*llS + IIfo*llR.*-S < l/follS + IIf,* - fo1j.S + /lfo*llR,*-.S, 
and since lhl~ < llfoll~.< 00 it suffices to bound IIf,* - /ol/s and 
IjfO*lIRa.-s. If ZES then 
- lfo*k) - fo(z)l G& i 
j hu 1 
CEy‘“...“y/ c -z 
Id51 < (27441, 
where I = $c EYl u.. u,lfoM I IdCl> so that if A(S) is the area of S, it 
follows that Ilfo* - foils < (27~4~@ 19 A(S) < 00. Similarly if z E R,* - S 
then 
where J = ~c+,O~~~O(~)~ Id<\, so that if A(Ro* - S) is the area of K,* - 5’ 
it follows that I Ifo*\ IRO. _ s < (2n;q)-p JP A (R,* - S) < co, which completes 
the proof. 
LEMMA 9. Let Ai = mar; { Izi - [/ /c E Ro) and Si = min { lzi - 51 it 6 K,), 
let Ri denote the image of R, under the map z + l/(z - zi), and let fi be that 
function on Rj such that f,(c) = fo(zi + l/c) for any 5 E Ri. Then 
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PROOF. If z = zj + l/c then dz = - [-2dc and di == - <-” dc, 
hence if z = x + iy and c = t + iv it follows that 
so that 
Ifi Ifi dE dy = If&z) lP /Z - zjj-4 dx dy > Afe4 Ifo(z) ifi dx dy 
C’Rj IER) ZERO 
an d 
as desired. 
PROOF of THEOREM 2. Let /,j denote that function in H, such that 
if yj is any rectifiable Jordan curve which contains Ci in its interior and 
C,lJC,U . ..UtjU ea. u C, in its exterior, then 
for any z in the exterior of yj, the integration proceeding in the clockwise 
direction around yj, j = 1,. . . , n. Then f,, = f,,* + f,l + . . . + f,,“, 
and it clearly suffices to find polynomial functions n,, x1,. . . ,7c, in 
z, l/(z - ZJ, * . . , l/(z - z,), respectively, such that /If,,* - ~al]R, < e/(n + 1) 
and ///iO - ?$I&< e/(% + I), j = 1,. . ., 1~. By Lemma 8 jjfO*IIRO*< 00 
so that Farrell’s theorem implies that there exists a polynomial n, on R,* 
such that I Ifa* - 7~~1 IR,* < e/(n + l), and since K, c I?,,* it follows that 
lift,* - SIR, < 4(n + 1). To p rove the remaining inequalities note that 
the first inequality of Lemma 9 implies that /lj,l]Rj< co. But the image 
of Ci under the transformation z - l/(z - zi) is the “outer” Jordan curve 
of Rj; hence if we define Rj* as the interior of the latter curve and define 
f7* on Ri* by setting fi*(z) = 1/(27cz) Jr., fj(c)/(b - z) d[ for any z 
interior to any rectifiable Jordan curve y in Ri which contains the images 
OfC,U . ..UCjU . . . U C, in its interior, Lemma 8 implies that ( Ifi* 1 I+ < co 
Consequently Farrell’s theorem implies the existence of a polynomial Pj 
such that /ifi* - Pill+ < eAj-4/(+z + l), and since Ri c Rj* this implies 
Ilfi* - PRIORS< .zAi-4/(n + 1). But fi*([) = jj(zi + I/[), so that if 
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we set T?(Z) = Pj(l/(z - zi)) the second inequality of Lemma 9 implies 
that llfd - njjllR, < c/(n + l), which completes the proof. 
It should be remarked that Theorem 2 is also valid for any $ > 0, 
as one can easily prove by using an appropriate weaker inequality for 
the several occurrences of the Minkowski inequality throughout the 
preceding proof. 
We are now in a position to return to the pre-Hilbert space H(R) 
of real harmonic functions u on R modulo additive constants such that 
D(u) < CQ. Since every harmonic function on R is the real part of the 
integral of some analytic function on R, it follows that every element 
of H(R) is the real part of an integral of some analytic function f on R 
such that jlfliR< co, where # = 2; for if H(Z) = Re{p f(&lC} then 
D(u) = 1 If I IR. The following result is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2 
since any polynomial function in z, l/(z - z,), . . . , l/(z - z,) is clearly 
analytic in a region which contains R. 
THEOREM 3. Let R be a region whose boundary consists of a finite 
number of non-intersecting rectifiable Jordan czcrves. Then there exists a 
dense subset H’(R) of H(R) such that each u E H’(R) can be extended to a 
harmonic function in some region containing R. 
In particular, the preceding theorem is valid for any regular region. 
3. The First Representation Theorem 
We shall now return to the original problem, to represent 9(f) for 
any f E X(r) without recourse to the corresponding u E H(R). Our 
first task is to give explicit definitions of some of the preceding terms 
in a fashion which is valid for an arbitrary region R. 
Let f be a family of Green lines of R as in Definition 4, for any prime ,. 
end p E r let $ denote the corresponding Green line in r, let ph represent 
the intersection of 6 and r,, and for any u E H(R) let f&5) = u(fiJ. We 
shall eventually define the “boundary function” f E S(r) corresponding 
to u E H(R) in terms of lim f,(p), after first verifying that this limit 
s-0 
exists almost everywhere on r in some sense. The chief tool will be a 
special case of Fatou’s theorem on the boundary values of harmonic 
functions, which is described on p. 127 of [16]. We assume first that 9, 
is at the origin of the unit disc, so that the Green lines in the unit disc 
are simply rays from the origin. 
THEOREM (Fatou). If R is the unit disc and u E H(R) then j\lfJp) 
exists for all points p on the unit circle except possibly on a set of measzcre 
zero with respect to Lebesgue measure. 
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Fatou’s theorem is more general than we have indicated in the present 
version, of course. In fact, if u is merely the difference of two positive 
harmonic functions one obtains limits almost everywhere on the unit circle 
along any non-tangential path. We shall not need this stronger result. 
It should be pointed out that the preceding theorem is actually 
independent on the location of 9, E R since all of the Green lines from an> 
$, are perpendicular to the unit circle, so that the approach to the 
boundary is eventually radial in any case. 
In order to obtain a similar result for an arbitrary region R we must 
first define what is meant by a set of measure zero on r. This is easily 
done by mapping R conformally onto a regular region R’, whose topo- 
logical boundary possesses a Lebesgue measure Y’ with respect to arc 
length, and considering the induced measure on Z? Unfortunately this 
definition depends on the choice of R’ so that the measure itself is not 
of very much interest. However, if R is mapped conformally onto any 
other regular region R”, whose topological boundary possesses the 
Lebesgue measure Y”, the induced measure on r is absolutely contin- 
uous with respect to the measure induced by 9~‘. Consequently we may 
at least define what is meant by a set of measure zero on r even though 
the measure has not been specified. 
DEFINITION 7. Let I’ be the set of prime ends of a region R. Then II 
subset of r is said to be of measure zero if and only if there exists a regular 
region R’, conformally equivalent with R, such that the corresponding subset 
on the topological boundary C’ of R’ is of measure zero with respect to 
Lebesgue measure on C’. 
Alternatively, one can simply define measure zero in terms of harmonic 
measure zero. 
Now we may obtain the desired extension of Fatou’s theorem by 
means of the techniques of § 2. It will suffice to consider the case that R 
is already a regular region and to prove that the desired limit exists 
everywhere on the topological boundary C of R except possibly on a 
set of Lebesgue measure zero. Let C be decomposed into its components 
C,, C,, . . . , C, as in 9 2 and note that any u E H(R) is the real part of the 
integral of some analytic function p. But if p is represented in the form 
p;“* + To1 + . . . + pOn used in the proof of Theorem 2, we may represent 
u in a corresponding form G,,* + u,,l + . . . + ugn. Clearly u,,* E H(R), 
by Lemma 8, and since its domain RO* is simply connected we may 
map it conformally onto the unit circle and apply Fatou’s theorem and 
the preceding definition of “measure zero” to find that lim f,(p) exists 
almost everywhere on Co. But each of zt,,l, . . . , ugn is harmonic in the 
exteriors of C,, . . . , C,, respectively, so that lim (ui + . -+ u,) (PJ 
E-0 
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exists everywhere on C,, and hence lim f,(p) exists almost everywhere 
on Co as desired. To show that this limit also exists on C,, . . . , C, we 
continue as in 5 2, applying the conformal maps z -+ l/(z - zi), Lemma 9, 
and Fatou’s theorem in an obvious fashion; the details will be omitted. 
Thus, by mapping any arbitrary region conformally onto a regular region 
we obtain 
THEOREM 4. Let R be an arbitrary region and let ti E H(R). Then 
lim f,(p) exists for all p E r except possibly on a set of measure zero. 
e-b0 
As in the case of the unit circle, if R is a regular region the Green 
lines are orthogonal to its topological boundary, so that it is immaterial 
what point PO is chosen in R to define the Green lines. Thus we may 
define the notion of a boundary function independently of p,: 
DEFINITION 8. For any regiolz R the bozlndary function f corresponding 
to arty u E H(R) is defined for all p E r except possibly on a set of measwe 
zero by setting f(p) = lim f,(p). 
E-b0 
The next definition is of importance in approximating the Dirichlet 
norm. 
DEFINITION 9. For any harmonic fmction u on an arbitrary region R, 
and for any E > 0, let 
Deb4 = (d4PL du(P)), 
PER# 
where R, is defined in terms of some fixed PO E R. 
Clearly D(H) = limD,(zc), which may be taken as an alternate 
E-PO 
definition of D(S). 
DEFINITION 10. If f is the boundary fwzction corresponding to the 
harmonic function u on R and E > 0, let B*(f) = D,(u) and Q(f) = D(u). 
It is clear that g(f) is independent of the choice of p, E R. 
The following result gives an explicit method for computing D,(u) 
in terms of the Green function G,, of R,,, 0 < q < E. 
LEMMA 10. Let u be any harmonic function on R. Then 
De(u) = - & 
II 
u(P) 4d g$ (PI d 4 ds, 
E r) 
(P,s)~reX rq 
for any sufficiently small E and 7 such that 0 < 7 < E. 
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PROOF. Since ti is harmonic in R and r,, is regular whenever q is 
sufficiently small, we may represent u(p) for any p E r, as 
and since the integrand is a real analytic function of both variables we 
may differentiate to obtain 
Again, since w is harmonic in R and r, is regular whenever E is sufficiently 
small, we may apply Green’s theorem to find 
and hence the result. 
One might be tempted to pass directly to the limiting case of Lemma 10 
in an effort to represent 9(f). The result is unsatisfactory, however, as 
one easily sees in the case u E 1. In this case f G 1 so that if C is regular, 
say, the right-hand side of the preceding formula tends to 
1 -- 
232 ss 
e (P, 4) ds, d% 
4 
(P, e) E I- x I 
which is negative or - bo by Lemma 2, whereas D(u) = 0. Some remedy 
is needed. 
LEMMA 11. Let u be any harmonic function on R. Then . . 
II u2(P) 2 (P, 4) as, asp = 0 8 rl 
fP,dEr, x rq 
and 
ss u2(q) 3 (P, 4) as, as* = 0 
e q (P,(l)~r~X rq 
for any sufficiently small E and 7 such that 0 < 7 < E. 
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PROOF. Since sqEr,, aG,/anJp, q) ds, = 2n for any p E R, we may 
differentiate to obtain SqErq a2G,,/anS &z,(p, q) ds, = 0 and hence the 
first assertion. Since G( -, q) is harmonic in R, when q E I’,, Green’s 
theorem yields J per8 aG,/ar(p, q) ds, = 0, and we may differentiate to 
obtain JfiCr, a2G,,lan, an&, q) ds, = 0, and hence the second assertion. 
We may combine the two preceding lemmas and use the notation of 
3 1 to obtain 
THEOREM 5. If u is any harmonic function on an arbitrary region R, 
then for any sufficiently small E and 7 such that 0 < q < E, 
De(u) = 
ss 
[4A) - 4sJ12diue.~(P~ q). 
(P,dE~X r 
One expects to be able to let E --+ 0 inside the integral in the preceding 
theorem to obtain the desired representation of 9(f), since the integrand 
vanishes on the diagonal A of .F x r where the measure ,u behaves so 
badly. This is roughly the formalism that Douglas introduces in [14] 
and [15] without further justification. We shall later verify that this 
formalism does indeed give a correct result. 
DEFINITION 11. For any f E #(I’) set 
9*(f) = V(P) - fM12 44P, 4. 
(P.r)ErX p--d 
Note that if R is regular then 
B*(f) = [f(P) - fM12WP, 4). 
@,q)EC x C-D 
In this terminology the first representation theorem may be stated 
very simply. 
THEOREM 6. (The first representation theorem.) For any region R 
and any f EX(~), 9(f) = 9*(f). 
The proof of Theorem 6 hinges on the following simple lemma. 
LEMMA 12. Let B’ be a linear space with two norms, 11 I/ and 11 II*, 
such that i) I/xl]* < llxl/ for all XE~ and ii) jlyII* = l/y/l for all y in 
a subset 93” of 39 which is dense in 9I with respect to the norm 1 I I I. Then 
IIxII* = llxll for all xE9. 
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PROOF. It suffices to show that /1x11* > 11x1 j for all x E g. For each 
XES? and any E > 0 there exists a y~g’ such that l/x - y! 1 <a/2 and hence 
i1y - x11* < e/2. But the triangle inequalities for /I /I* and I/ /I imply 
ll~l/~~ll~lI~-ll~--~lI~~jl~lI-~/~~~~jlyI/~/l~~I-~/~-~~~~jj~l/--s/~~ 
respectively, so that l/xl\* > /lxIl - E, which completes the proof. 
Now to prove Theorem 6 we shall identify ,!A?‘, / 1 ; / and 11 /I* with 
S’?(r), 59 and 9*, respectively, and use the results of 3 1 and 5 2 to verifv 
that conditions i) and ii) of Lemma 12 are indeed satisfied. 
LEMMA 13. If R is regular then B*(f) < 9(f) for any /E .%(I’). 
PROOF. Recall that for regular R and any product y1 x y2 E r x r--d 
of disjoint closed intervals and corresponding cl x c2 E C x C - D, 
and 
1 
p(yl x 72) = m(c1 x 3) = -& 
II 
$ (P, d 4 d%* 
‘I (p, q) Ed x c* 
But (i) the arc lengths s(q) and S(E) along the niveau lines are continuously 
differentiable functions of the arc length s on C, (ii) @G/&z,, &z,(p, q) > 0 
for all (p, q) E P x r--d by Lemma 2, and (iii) a2G,,/anE alz,(p,, q,J 
depends continuously on ($, q; E, 7) E (T x T - A) x [O, 7’) x [0, 7’) for 
some sufficiently small 7’ > 0. Hence we may write 
for some continuous function g on (r x J’ - A) x [0, 7’) x [0, 7’) such 
that lim g($, q; E, 7) = 1 for all (9, q) E r x r - A, so that 
E-+0 
11-0 
lim [fA$) - ft1M12g(zh 4; 6 7) = [f($) - f(d12 
E-+0 
q-0 
for almost all (p, q) E r x r - A by Theorem 4. In particular, 
for the sequences {E& ECU> and (r,ln E o} of Theorem 1 each 
V%(P) - fd4)12 ka (1; &es ?I?J is nonnegative so that we may apply Fatou’s 
lemma and Theorem 5 to obtain 
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B*(f) = 
II 
[f(p) - f(d12 a4fit 4) 
(hI)Erx r--d 
= lim Den(~) = 9(f), 
n+m 
as asserted. 
LEMMA 14. If R is regular, and if f is the boundary function of a func- 
tion u which is harmonic in a region containing R, then 9*(f) = 9(f). 
PROOF. Considering the product of arc lengths in C x C - D as the 
measure of the product of the corresponding arcs in r x F - A, one 
may re-write Definition 11 in the case that R is regular as 
9*(f) = & 
II 
[f(P) - fW&(P. 4)&h. 
b’>dEC x --D 
Expanding the integrand as a real analytic function, we see that for any 
fiEC, 
. 
lim [f(fi) - fk)12& (A 4) 4-e q 
is finite, and in fact that it is a continuous function of 8. Consequently, 
since C is compact there exists an open set D(6) containing D in which 
[f(9) - f(W~ (2% 4) 4 
is bounded, and since this expression depends continuously on 
(9, q) E C x C - D(6) it follows that it is everywhere bounded in C x C. 
But 
[f&M - f&)1” & 9 
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is jointly continuous in E, q, p, and q since both u and a2G,l%, an, are real 
analytic in a region containing R, hence this expression is also bounded 
on C x C. Finally, let J,(p) be the Jacobian dsp(e)/dsp relating the 
arc-length along r, to the corresponding arc-length on C, and note that 
since G( . , p,) is a harmonic function in a region containing C, J,(p) tends 
to 1 uniformly for all $ E C. Then by the Lebesgue bounded convergence 
theorem and Theorem 4 we have 
1 
~- ss 4n 
lim [fAP) - 1,(q1:2-$za~ beI 4v)JE(P)J&) 44 
E-+0 F 9 (p,q)ECX c--n e>q>O 
= 2 lim 
E-+0 ss 
[fe(P) - Md12 7-g-g (Pm 4dJE(P).7,(~) ds,dsl, E q &>V>O (p,q)ECXC--D 
as asserted. 
PROOF of THEOREM 6. By Lemma 7 and the observation that the 
boundary function and the norm $9 are conformal invariants as well, 
it suffices to prove Theorem 6 for the case that R is a regular region. 
By Lemma 13, 9*(f) < 9(f) for any regular R, and by Lemma 14, 
9*(f) = LB(f) whenever R is regular and f is the boundary function of a 
function which is harmonic in a region containing R. But by Theorem 3, 
the set of f’s satisfying the preceding condition is dense in X(r) with 
respect to the norm 9, so that we may apply Lemma 12 to the space 
.X(r) with the norms 9 and 9* to complete the proof. 
4. The Computation of p 
Since each ,u~,~ is a rather complicated derivative of the Green func- 
tion of R, the measure ,u is difficult to compute in terms of Definition 6, 
even for the simplest cases. It will be more convenient to relate ,U directly 
to the Bergman kernel function of R, which is perhaps the most accessible 
of all the domain functionals. We shall begin with a brief description of 
the Bergman kernel function and some of its properties; a more detailed 
account may be found in [3]. 
Corresponding to any plane region R one can always associate two 
complex structures, one being obtained from the other by complex 
conjugation; there is no reason to prefer one over the other, the choice 
simply being an orientation of the plane. Thus we shall occasionally 
distinguish between a point fi E R with Euclidean coordinates (xP, yP), 
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and the two complex numbers zP = xP + iy, or .ZP = x9 - iy$, either 
of which may be regarded as the complex coordinate’of p. We shall use 
the notations dz, and a.$, for the differentials dx, + i dy, and dx, - i dy, 
at p, as in $ 2, and the notations ajaz, and a/i%, for the tangent vectors 
wwp - wwi and 8 [a/ax, + i(a/ay&] at p. In a similar fashion we 
shall identify the complex numbers zq = x9 + iyq or & = X~ - iyp with 
the point q E R whose Euclidean coordinates are (x,, y4). 
For any two analytic functions v and 1+5 of zP on the arbitrary region R 
let (9 54 = SLR dPMP) do,. Then if Ijp// = J’(v, v), the linear space 
(over the complex field) of all those analytic functions pl on R for which 
II~II -==c 00 is a pre-Hilbert space, namely the pre-Hilbert space described 
in $ 2 for the case p = 2. Bergman has shown in [3] that this space is 
complete, i.e., that it is a Hilbert space, and that if one takes an arbitrary 
complete orthonormal set (pl,,ln E o> of elements of this Hilbert space, 
the s&s xE’= I p,dPb&) converges for every (p, q) E R x R. 
DEFINITION 12. TheficnctionKon R x RsuchthatK(p,q)=~~~‘,,p,(,,(p)~,,(q) 
is called the Bergman kernel fmction. 
It is clear that K is an analytic function of each of the variables zP 
and z,, and furthermore, since the series clearly possesses the reproducing 
property 97(P) = (pl, WP, *)I1 one can easily show that K is independent 
of the choice of the complete orthonormal set used in its definition. In 
fact, this result is an immediate consequence of the following special case 
of the reproducing property: K(p,q) = (K( ., q), K@, e)). 
1~ Now suppose that o maps R conformally onto another region R*, 
taking the complex coordinate z onto the complex coordinate z*, and that 
{~~*ln E CO} is a complete orthonormal set of analytic functions in z*. 
Then since dco, = jo’(z)12 de+*, where u’(z) = dz*/dz, it follows that 
11 y*(4z))$%@j 1+)1-2 dw = 15 v*(z*)m dw* 
ZER PER* 
and hence that {l/a’(cp,,* + a) In E CO} is a complete orthonormal set of 
analytic functions over R. Consequently if K and K* are the Bergman 
kernel functions of R and R*, respectively, 
K(P > q) = j @*to(P)) @E,, = K*(P4), 
n=l a’(P) u’(9) 
so that the bilinear form K(p, q) dz, dfq is a conformal invariant. Bergman 
makes extensive use of the special case p = q, which is the Bergman 
metric K(p, q) 1 dzp12. 
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The relation between the Green function and the Bergman kernel 
function was first discovered by Schiffer (see 1281). 
THEOREM (Schiffer). Let G and K be the Green fztnctiolz and Bergman 
kermel function of an arbitrary region R and identify fl E R amd q E R 
with opposite complexifications .z9 and Zq of R. Then 
2 a2G 
K($, q) dz, dz, = - - -__ ~ azp az, (P, d dzp d%. 
As an immediate corollary of Schiffer’s theorem and Lemma 1 it 
follows that if R is regular then for any fi E j? and q E a such that 
p # q there exist plane neighborhoods NP and N, of p and q such that K 
is analytic in zP and Zq on Np x N,,; for a real-valued differentiable 
function u is harmonic, that is a2zlja.Y+ az, = 0, if and only if the function 
aqaz, is analytic. 
Suppose that p lies on an oriented regular Jordan arc y in the 
Euclidean plane, and define a new Cartesian coordinate system with 
coordinates (sP, np) such that the (sP, Q-coordinate frame is obtained from 
the (x, y)-coordinate frame by translating the origin to p and rotating in 
such a fashion that the sp-axis is tangent to y at p and with the same 
orientation. Then one may complexify the plane in terms of the Cartesian 
coordinates (sP, tip) just as well as in terms of the Cartesian coordinates 
(x, y). By definition, a/as, and alanp are those tangent vectors which 
represent differentiations in the positive tangential direction along 
y and the “interior” normal direction at 9, respectively. Furthermore, 
since this is a Euclidean change of coordinates it is clear that if v is any 
differentiable function in a neighborhood of p then 
$dz9=i($-i$)(dsp+idn,j 
P 
and 
at p. 
Now if G is the Green function of a regular region R with topological 
boundary C, and if p c C, we know by Lemma 1 that G( . ,q) is regular 
in a neighborhood of p for any q in some region containing R, with 
q # fi. If we let y be an open arc of C which contains p, it follows that 
aG/as,(p, q) = 0 since G( . ,q) vanishes on C, and furthermore if the 
differential form aG/&+(p, q)dz, is restricted to vectors which are tangent 
to y at p we may ignore the term dn,, to obtain 
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In a similar fashion 
as a bilinear differential form restricted to the tangential directions to 
C at 9 E C and q E C, respectively. Combining the preceding remarks 
with Schiffer’s theorem we obtain 
LEMMA 15. If R is regular and yr and y2 are any two disjoint closed 
arcs of its topological boundary C, then 
1 
-- = 2 WP, q) dzp d& 2 & 4 6 
(P, 4 EY’ x r* (Pf d EY’ x r’ 
(The minus sign on the left is correct since K(P, q) dz, dZq is a positive 
differential when the two copies of F are assigned opposite orientations, 
hence it is negative in the above context.) 
Let m*(yl x y2) represent the expression in the left-hand side of 
Lemma 15. This defines a measure m* on C x C - D, and Lemma 15 
is merely the assertion that m* = m. The next step is to define an analog 
p* of ,LA in terms of the limiting values of the Bergman kernel function 
and to show that ,M* = ,u. Combining this result with Theorem 6 we 
shall obtain a useful alternate form of the first representation theorem. 
Let r, be a family of niveau curves of an arbitrary region R, as in $ 1. 
DEFINITION 13. Let R be an arbitrary region and suppose that p, is 
a fixed point of R as in 9 1. For any E > 0 let pe* represent that complex- 
valzled measure on I’ x T such that for any two closed &ervals y1 and 
y2 of r, . 
/b*(yl x y2) = - + 
55 
K(P, q) dzp d.fq, 
(P.4) EY&'X Ye’ 
where ye1 and yeye2 represent the ilztersectiort of 7’ artd f2 with T,. 
(We note that it is not necessary to suppose that y1 and y2 are disjoint 
since K possesses no singularities in R x R. This is of no special interest 
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here, however, since we shall only be concerned with the limiting measure 
which is induced on I’ x r - A.) 
It is clear that the technique of Lemma 5 may be applied directly 
to prove. 
LEMMA 16. Szlppose that R is regular, that cl and c2 are disjoint closed 
arcs of the topological boundary C, and that y1 and y2 are the corresponding 
arcs of r. Then lim ~~*(yl x r2) = m*(ci >: c2). 
E+O 
We may also obtain an analog of Lemma 6 simply by recalling that 
K(p, q) dz, dZ4 is a conformal invariant. 
LEMMA 17. pe* is a conformal invariant. 
Finally we introduce p* by means of an analog of Definition 6, the 
existence and uniqueness of this measure being guaranteed by Lemma 16 
and 17. 
DEFINITION 14. For any region R and any fixed point p, E R let p* 
he that measure on I’ x r - d such that p*(yl x r2) =JL;p,*(yl x r2) 
for the product of any two disjoint arcs of r. 
If R is regular, Lemmas 16, 15, and 5, in that order, imply ,u*(yi x y2) 
= m*(cl x c2) = m(cl x c2) = ,+l x y2), and since both ,u* and /J 
are conformal invariants, by Lemmas 17 and 6, it follows that ,u* and il 
are the same nonnegative measure on r x r - A for any region R. 
Combining these results with Theorem 6 we have the following 
result : 
THEOREM 7. (Altenzate form of the first refiresentation theorem.) 
For any region R let ,u* be that measure on r x r - A which is given in 
Definition 14. Then for any f E X(r) we have 
9(f) = 
ii 
[f(P) - fM12dcI*(Pr 4. 
(p,q)ErX ]‘-A 
The chief advantage of this form of the first representation theorem 
over that of Theorem 6 is that although the Bergman kernel function is 
complex-valued it can easily be computed for many domains, whereas 
PG/$ an, is rather awkward, except possibly when R is the unit 
disc. 
One advantage of Theorem 6 over Theorem 7 is that its statement, 
at least, can easily be generalized to Euclidean spaces in any number of 
dimensions ; in fact, it can be generalized to any Green space in the 
sense of Brelot (see [8] and [lo]). Unfortunately the Bergman kernel 
function has not been generalized in any reasonable sense to higher 
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dimensions. However, there is still a third possibility, to use the limiting 
values on F x F - A of the NaPm kernel function 0, defined in [26] 
by setting O(p, 4) = G($, q)/ [G(p, &,)G(q, p,)] for some fixed p,, E R. If 
R is the unit disc with center p,, then it is easily verified that if one 
substitutes O($, q) for ( azG/&zfi &z,) (#, q) inDefinition2, theresultingmeasure 
differs from m by only a constant factor. Since 0 is conformally 
invariant in an appropriate sense, one may use the techniques of Defini- 
tions 6 and 14 to define the desired measure on J’ x F - A, thereby 
obtaining a third method of computing g(f) for any simply connected 
region. It is not clear at present whether this can be extended to an 
arbitrary region. 
II. THE SECOND REPRESENTATION THEOREM 
1. Relations Between the Green and Neumann Functiolzs 
In this chapter we shall represent Q(f) in an entirely different fashion, 
using f itself as a measure on I’. In order to obtain the desired representa- 
tion it will be necessary to examine some of the relations between the 
Green and Neumann functions of an arbitrary region. We shall be pri- 
marily interested in the consequences of some relations which were 
first suggested by P. Levy (on p. 310 of [23] and on p. 19 of [25]) and 
later given a more general form by Bergman and Schiffer [4] and by 
Garabedian and Schiffer [21]. These will be reproduced and used in the 
present section after some appropriate preliminaries. 
Suppose that R is a region whose topological boundary has the 
components C,, C,, . . . , C,,, and let oi denote the harmonic measure of 
c;, i= I,..., it, so that 1 - co1 - . . . - 0” is the harmonic measure 
of c,. Then or,. . . , W” are elements of H(R), with inner products 
D(o”, oi) = jJ&d&(p), d&(p)). The matrix (D(o,” oi)) is symmetric 
and positive definite, as one easily shows, and its elements are known as 
the capacity co&ants of R. Since it is positive definite it possesses an 
inverse (cij), whose elements are known as the potential coefficients of R. 
DEFINITION 15. If S denotes the diagonal of R x R let G* denote that 
function on R x R - S whose values are given by 
n 
G*(P, q) = G(P, q) + 27~ 2 cij 4P)dq). 
i,i=l 
We shall call G* the extended Green function. 
Clearly G* = G whenever R is simply connected. 
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THEOREM (Bergman-Garabedian-Schiffer). The following identities 
are valid for any region R with extended Green function G* and Neztmanlz 
fzcnction N: 
,aa, (G’ - W (PI 4) = 0, & F* + NJ (P, d = 0. 
Clearly these identities are equivalent to 
a&q F’ - N) (P, 4) = 0 and &F* + N) (P> 4) = 0. 
Recall that if I?/$, and a/an, are unit tangent vectors which are 
respectively tangent and normal to a given curve at a point $, and if 
dsp and an+ are the differentials which are dual to these vectors, then for 
any differentiable function v in a neighborhood of p, 
and 
If R is regular, then G( * ,a) is differentiable in some neighborhood of any 
# E C by Lemma 1, where p # q, so that the same is true of G*( . ,q) 
since one can apply the reflection principle to extend the harmonic meas- 
ures to a region which contains R. The function N( * ,q) possesses the same 
property since its normal derivative is a constant on the (regular) 
boundary C. Consequently we may form a linear combination of the 
Bergman-Garabedian-Schiffer identities to obtain 
THEOREM (L&y). If R is regular, with topological boundary C, then 
$ (P, 4) + -jy$ (P7 q) = 0 
for all (p, q) E C x C - D, where D is the diagonal of C x C. 
Various forms of the Bergman-Garabedian-Schiffer identities and the 
Levy identity also appear on pp. 55-60 of [3] and on pp. 126-127 of [5]. 
(There is an error in signs in formulas (20.18) and (20.19) of the latter 
reference.) 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to some consequences 
of the preceding theorems. As a first consequence we shall consider the 
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problem of finding a (multiple-valued) conjugate harmonic function 
H( *, 4) of G*( *, q). The existence of H( ., q) is trivial for any qE R; the 
difficult question is, what behavior can we demand of H(p, *) ? 
THEOREM 8. Let R be any region with extended Green function G* and 
Neumann function N, and let S denote the diagonal of R x R. Then there 
exists a real-valued function H on a covering space of R x R - S, uniquely 
defined except for an additive constant, stich that (G* + iH) ( *, q) is analytic 
in .z$ for all points p with projections in R - {q}, and (N + iH) (p, .) is 
analytic in .z~ for all points q with projections in R - ($1, where z, and .z~ 
belong to a comma% complexification of R. 
PROOF. The integrability conditions of the system 
&(G*+WP,q) = 0, &-(N+W(P,d =O q 
are just the Bergman-Garabedian-Schiffer identities. 
In a similar fashion we obtain 
THEOREM 9. N + G* is the real part of a complex-valwed fzmction in 
a covering of R x R - S which is simultaneously analytic in zp and zq 
(common complexifications of R). N - G* is the real part of a complex- 
valued fzmction in a covering of R x R which is simultaneously analytic 
in zP and fq (ofifiosite complexifications of R). 
PROOF. To prove the first assertion we must find a real-valued H’ such 
that (a/$)(N + G* + iH’) (9, q) = 0 and (a/Zq)(N + G* + iH’)(p, q) = 0. 
The integrabilityconditionofthissystemisjust (a2/&zp Zq) (N +G*)(p,q) = 0. 
To prove the second assertion we must find a real-valued H” such that 
(a/?$) (N - G* + iH”) (p, q) = 0 and (a/az,) (N - G* + iH”) (p, q) = 0. The 
integrability condition of this system is just ( I?~/&, a~,) (N - G*)(p, q) = 0. 
One can easily verify the preceding theorems in the case of the unit 
circle, where 
G*@,q) = G&q) =logp+ 
4 
and 
WP, d = log 
1 -. 
11 - ZPCI z%J -%I 
In fact (N + G*)(P, q)and (N - G*) (p, q) are the real parts of 2 log l/(zp -2,) 
and 2 log l/(1 - zP fq), respectively. It should be remarked that the 
latter function is defined on a covering of R x R (which is merely R x R 
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itself in the simply connected case) rather than only on a covering 01 
R x R - S, since N and G* have the same singularities. We shall 
consider N - G* in more detail in 3 3. 
The next three theorems are also simple consequences of the Bergman- 
Garabedian-Schiffer identities and will lead to a development of the 
second representation theorem. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose that R is regular and that c is a Lebesgue- 
measurable set on its topological boundary C, with respect to aye length. Thelz 
is analytic in 4. 
PROOF. We have already noted that G* and N can be extended across 
the boundary of a regular region. Thus for any p E R, 
(fg+i$J(P:, 
is an analytic function of the arc-length sq, and it will suffice to show that 
Since 
and 
for any differentiable function v in a neighborhood of q E C, it follows that 
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Since G* and aN/an, are constants on each component of C it follows that 
as desired, by the Bergman-Garabedian-Schiffer theorem. 
We remark that Levy’s theorem may be considered as one Cauchy- 
Riemann equation of the analytic function (aG*/an, + i aN/as,) ( ‘, 9). 
As an application of Theorem 10 we shall obtain a generalization to 
any simply-connected regular region of a theorem of H. A. Schwarz 
(given on p. 238 of [2] and on p. 125 of [30]) which is frequently used 
in the development of the Poisson kernel. 
THEOREM (Schwarz). Let M be harmonic in a region containing the 
closed unit disc altd let ii denote its comjugate, zip to an additive constant. 
Then for any 9 in the open disc, 
(u + i6) (p) = & 1 zr(eie)d8 + iii,. 
O=O 
Schwarz’ theorem is an immediate consequence of the solution of the 
Dirichlet problem in the disc since Re ((eie + zfi)/(eie - z&} is just the 
Poisson kernel. One can easily compute the additive constant in terms 
of 5; in fact, setting zp = 0 and applying the Gauss mean-value theorem 
it follows that co = 5(O). One easily verifies that the following theorem 
coincides with Schwarz’ theorem in the case of the unit disc. 
THEOREM 11. Let zl be harmonic in any region containing the closure 
of a simply connected regular region R with topological boundary C, 
and let G denote its conjugate, up to an additive constant. Then for any 
PER 
where L is the length of C. 
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PROOF. Since 
Theorem 10 implies that 
for some real constant ii,. To evaluate fi,, take the imaginary part of the 
preceding result and integrate by parts to obtain 
C(P) = & i 
. 
~(P,qiu(q)dsq+zi~=%-~] N(Pl4) Wq) 
q qcc 9eC 
for any p E R. One easily shows that this result remains valid for p E C 
by first considering the integral as a Cauchy principal value and then 
noting that N(fi, *) is in fact integrable for p E C since it possesses only 
a logarithmic singularity at q = fi. Noting that N is integrable on C x C 
for the same reason, we may apply Fubini’s theorem to obtain 
* 
= fi& - L 27c I I WP, q) &Wq). qsc pet 
But SfiEC N(p, q) ds, = 0 for any q E R, and we may again extend this 
result to q E C by first considering the integral as a Cauchy principal 
value as before. Hence Jpec Z(p) dsp = i&L as desired. 
We may now apply Theorem 11 to obtain a result which is nearly 
Cauchy’s formula. 
THEOREM 12. Let q~ be a complex analytic function o/ zp for p in any 
region which co&aim the closure of a simply connected regular region 
R with topological boundary C. Then for any p E R, 
where L is the lelzgth of C. 
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PROOF. Since --u is the harmonic conjugate of a, up to an additive 
constant, Theorem 11 may also be written as 
Adding the two forms of Theorem 11 we obtain 
as desired. 
Clearly one can obtain further perversions of Cauchy’s formula merely 
by remarking that 
In the case of the unit circle Theorem 12 is exactly Cauchy’s formula. 
2. Simply Connected Regular Regions 
Suppose that l? is a simply connected regular region, suppose that u 
is harmonic in a region containing R, that is, zl E H’(R), and suppose 
that c is the harmonic conjugate of u, up to an additive constant. Then 
on the topological boundary C of R one of the Cauchy-Riemann equations 
of zl + i6 is just au/an + Z/as = 0. Let f be the boundary function 
of u. Then by Green’s theorem and an integration by parts we obtain 
s 
. 
W) = - u(P) g (P) 4 = + g(P) g(P)& I PCC PEC =- 5 E(P) 4P). PeC 
But Theorem 11 implies 
for any p E R. Letting p approach C and writing the last integral 
temporarily as a Cauchy principal value it follows as in $ 1 that this 
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result is also valid for 9 E C. Substituting this value of G(p) into the 
expression for 9(f), noting that N is integrable on C x C, and writing 
u(p) = f(P) for $J E C, we obtain a special case of the second representa- 
tion theorem, which we shall prove more generally later on. 
THEOREM 13. Let R be a simply connected regular region with topological 
boundary C. Then for any u E H’(R) z&h boundary function ,f, 
9(f) = 2; 
55 
N(P) 4) df(q) df(P)- 
@,dEC xc 
The first step in obtaining a more satisfactory form of Theorem 13 
is to weaken the hypothesis u E H’(R); more general regions will be 
considered later. Clearly the representation of Theorem 13 does not make 
sense unless we assume that f is absolutely continuous with respect to 
arc length on C. If f E X(r) in addition, one could presumably use some 
sort of approximation theorem to obtain the desired generalization 
directly from Theorem 13. It will be more instructive to relate this 
representation directly to the first representation theorem, however, by 
means of the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 18. For any fixed positive number L let TI and Tr denote the 
domains of those points (s,s’,t,t’) E E4 such that 0 <s < t <s’ < t’< s + L<2L 
and O<t<s’<t’<s+L<t+L<2L,respectively. If @ is any irt- 
tegrable function on T,u T, such that 
@(s + L, s’ + L, t + L, f’ -t L) = @(s, s’, t, t’), 
then 
M 
. . 
@(s, s’, t, f) 0%’ at ds’ as = 
s-rll 
@(s, s‘, t, t’) dt’ dt ds’ ds. 
* ,~ 
1 
t1 
1 
PROOF. Let T denote the domain of all points (s,s’,t,t’) E E4 such 
that s <t <s’ < t’ < s + L, and let T,(l), Tlc2), T,Cl), TV(“) denote the 
intersections of T with the domains which are defined by the pairs of 
inequalities (O<s<L, O<t<L), (O<s<L, L<t<2L), (-L<s<O, 
O<t<L), (O<s<L, O<t<L), respectively. Then Tl = T$~)LI T,t2) 
and T, = T,(l) U T,(z) ; furthermore T1’l) = T c2) and Tj2) may be 
obtained from T>l) by the translation (s,s’,t,t’) -A(;+ L,s’ -f L,t + L,t’ -C L), 
which proves the lemma. 
Now let C denote any regular Jordan curve of length L. If s denotes 
arc-length along C and 6 > 0, let D(6) d enote that strip along the diagonal 
of C x C which is given by 
{(s,s’) E c x Cl Is - s’ - nL! < 6, n = 0, f 1, + 2,. . .}. 
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LEMMA 19. Let f and g be absolutely continuous functions of aEyc length 
s on a regular Jordam curve C, let D be the diagolzal of C x C, artd let h 
be any fzmction on C x C - D with corttinzlozls mixed derivative 82h/WV. 
TIten 
lim [f(i) - fP’)l [g(t’) - cd41 2 (t, t’) dt’ dt 
d-+0 
(t, t’) EC x C - D(6) 
= lim [h(s’, s) + h(s, ~‘11 @(s’) df(s). 
6+0 
(s,s’)~CxC-D(d) 
PROOF. Set 
if CD&, s’, t, t’) = 
i 
-T!L (t, t’)f’(s)g’(s’) at at’ (k t’) 4 W, 
0 if (t, t’) E D(6). 
Then since f,g, and h are periodic with period L, we may apply Lemma 18 
to obtain 
[f(9 - fW1 W) - Ml $$! (t, t’) dt’ dt 
(t, t’) EC x C - D(d) 
t t’ 
c&(s, s’, t, t’) ds’ ds dt’ dt 
c&(s, s’, t, t’) ds’ ds dt! dt 
= [ ‘i” 1 S~@&q’,t,t’) dt’dtds’ds 
s=o s’=s t=s f’=s’ 
=(s,,,)~c!~_,(,) js t,~~~(tlt~)dg(S~)df(S) 
(f. f) cm? 
+ 11 ( ~$(O’, dg(s’) df(s). 
(s, s’) ED@) t = s t’ = s’ (U’) PW) 
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Since the last integral vanishes as 6 + 0 it remains to evaluate 
9’ s+L 
I I 
t = s t' = s' 
(4f')CW) 
for (s,s’) $ D(6). W e may divide the domain of integration in one of the 
two fashions indicated in the following diagrams, where the order in 
which t assumes the values s + 6 and s’ - 6 is immaterial in the first 
diagram, and the order in which t' assumes the values s’ + S and s + L - d 
is immaterial in the second diagram. 
t’ t’ 
s+L 
I 
s+L-6 
S’f 6 
S’ 
5 s+s sl-8 9’ 
- t 
5 s+s S’- 6 8’ 
-t 
In either case we may use a computation of the type 
b d 
I I 
2 (t, t’) at’ at = h(b, a) + h(a, c) - h(a, d) - h(b, c) 
t=n t’=c 
to compute the integral over each rectangular subdomain and ignore 
the terms which are independent of either s or of s’, since these terms will 
drop out upon integration with respect to the periodic functions f and g. 
Since the triangle in the upper left-hand corner of either diagram is 
independent of s’, and since the triangle in the lower right-hand comer 
of either diagram is independent of s, one may also ignore the integrals 
over these domains. What remains is just h(s’,s + L) + h(s,s’), which 
completes the proof. 
LEMMA 20. Let C be a regular Jordati curve, let f be an absolutely contin- 
zlozls function on C, and let h be a $iecewise conta+wozLsly differentiable 
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symmetric function on C x C - D, where D is the diagonal of C x C. 
Then 
lim 
8-0 II 
[f@) - f(d12 $, (PJ 4) d%d% 
(z%~)~CXC--D(~) 
= - 2 lim 
II 
h(P, 4) dfk) df(P). d-+0 
tP,d~CxC---D(@ 
PROOF. With the appropriate change in notation this is just a special 
case of Lemma 19. 
THEOREM 14. (The second representation theorem for sim+ly connected 
regular regions.) Let R be a simply connected regular region with topological 
boundary C. Then for arty absolutely comtinuous f E S(r), 
II 
WPJ 9) dfkd df(P). 
k’,d~CxC--D(a) 
PROOF. By the first representation theorem we have 
52 (f) = & 
II 
[f(P) - fkzw~ (Pp !I) 4% 
(@,dECXC--D 
since R is regular. Since R is simply connected G* = G so that 
e (P, 4) = - ggy (PI 4) 
by Levy’s theorem, and we may apply Lemma 20 to complete the proof. 
3. Regular Regions in General 
Suppose that R is any regular region whose topological boundary 
consists of the n + 1 regular Jordan curves CO,C1,. . . , C, ; for convenience 
we may consider Co to be the “outer” curve, although this choice is 
immaterial in the results which follow. The only additional tool we shall 
need to generalize Theorem 14 is similar to Lemma 19. 
LEMMA 21. Suppose that fi and gj are absolutely continuous with respect 
to arc length on Ci, that fj and gj are absolutely continuous with respect to 
arc length on Cj and that h is defined and possesses piecewise continuous 
mixed partial derivatives with respect to arc lengths on Ci x Ci. Then 
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si [fi(P) - fj(4)l ki(q) - g4P)l gq (P, 4) dSP dsq 
CP,dECiXCj 
= ss h(P, Q) Lafi(P) Si(4) + &i(P) afj(4)1. 
(P,n)EC;XCf 
PROOF. Direct verification by integration by parts. 
As an immediate application of Lemmas 20 and 21, we obtain 
LEMMA 22. Suppose that R is a regular region with Neumasa func- 
tion N, and suppose that f is absolutely continuous with respect to arc length 
on each of the boundary componelzts C,,C,,. . .,C, of R. Then for any 6 > 0 
lim 
d-0 ss 
[f(P) - f(d12 s, (PI 4 asPas, 
fp,q)ECXC--D(6) 
n 
=- 2 lim 2 VP, 4) af(P) df(q) 
a+o i-0 (PJ q) ECi x ci 
LEMMA 23. For any regular 
on its topological bozcndary C, 
lim 
IT-+0 is 
[f(P) - fkH2$ 
(P,d6C xc--D 
zzz 
-22 N(P, 4) af(p) dfw. 
$j=y 0 (p, 4) E ci x ci 
region R and any continuous function f 
ad 
(P) alzp (4) asp 4 
- 2 
i 
f(p) z (P) asp 
s 
f(4) g (4) as,. 
4 
PEC qec 
PROOF. Since the integrand is continuous on C x C it does not alter 
the value of the integrand to extend the domain to C x C. It remains 
to note that the squared terms drop out since 
5 E(P) as, = j g cq) as, = 0. 
PSC ¶GC 
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In the following theorem the integration over C x C - D is to be 
understood in the sense zTi = a sscP, qJ + X cj where sscP,q, Eci X c,. is computed 
as a Cauchy principal value lim jjcP,oEci Xci-D(a) when i = j. 
&-PO 
THEOREM 15. Let R be a regular region and suflpose that f e &‘(I’) is 
absolutely contilzuom with respect to arc length on each of the components 
G-J,Cl, * . .,C,, of the topological bozlndary C of R. Then 
9(f) = & 
II 
VP, 4) df(P) df(d 
(P,P)~cxc--D 
R 
+ c cii 1 f(P) z (P) 6 1 f(q) g (4) d%. 
i,j=l q PEC (EC 
PROOF. We may represent 9(f) by the first representation theorem 
as in the proof of Theorem 14 and apply Levy’s theorem to find 
9(f) = - 
II 
[f(P) - fM12 &g (A d 
[ (p,q)ECXC--D 
n 
+ ; 2 cij g (P) ; (4) ds, ds,, 
i, j = 1 1 4 
and hence apply Lemmas 22 and 23 to complete the proof. 
Since any harmonic function on R is the real part of the integral of 
some analytic function on R, one may use Bergman’s completeness 
theorem for the space of analytic functions which is described in 5 4 to 
show that H(R) is complete, that is, it is a Hilbert space. This proof is 
given in a slightly different fashion by Bergman in [3]. Appealing to the 
existence of the Bergman kernel function, one easily shows that if 
(dzl,ln E w} is any complete orthonormal system of harmonic differentials 
in H(R), then the bilinear differential &,,d~,,(p) d%,(q) is defined for 
all (p,q) E R x R and its value is independent of the orthonormal system 
{dzc& E o}. It is called the Bergman bilinear differential, and it possesses 
an obvious reproducing property for the differentials of harmonic func- 
tions, which defines it uniquely. By means of the reproducing property 
Bergman and Schiffer showed in [4] that it is intimately related to the 
Neumann and Green functions. 
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THEOREM (Bergman-Schiffer). If dP d,G(p, q) and dP d,N(p, q) denote 
the bilinear differentials of the Green and Neumann functions respectively, 
and if {a&In E m) is any complete orthonormal system in H(R) then 
27~ ,r dun(P) kk4 = 4 d,(N - G) (P> 4). 
ttEW 
If one considers harmonic functions rather than their differentials, 
then one could not expect to obtain the corresponding equality without 
some further normalizations. In fact, in general the most one could 
expect is that 
2n 2 4P)dq) = (N - G) (P> d + h,(P) + h,(q), 
?&El0 
where hI and h, are harmonic functions on R. It is possible to choose 
the additive constants for each u,, in such a way that h, = h, = 0 (in 
fact it suffices to require that &,.c zl,(p) ds, = 0 for each n), but it is 
simpler to define a function directly whose bilinear differential is just 
L, &(P) &A~). 
DEFINITION 16. The function k on A x R such that 
k(P, 4) = & (N - WP, q) 
will be called the harmonic kernel function. 
The harmonic kernel function was discovered by Bergman and is 
also called the Bergman kernel function, causing some confusion with 
the function given in Definition 12. It has already been noted that it 
is more convenient to work with its bilinear differential than with the 
function itself. It should also be pointed out that by Theorem 9 k can 
be extended to a complex-valued function which is simultaneously analytic 
in zP and in f. 
We shall rewrite Theorem 15 in a fashion which leads to a very simple 
generalization which is given in Appendix I. Let R be a regular region 
with boundary components C,, C,, . . . , C,, as before, and let gl,. . . ,g* 
be the characteristic functions of C,, . . . , C,. Then wl,. . . ,w” are harmonic 
functions whose boundary functions are gl,. . . ,g”, so that if we define the 
inner product .9(f,g) of those elements in X(r) which are the boundary 
functions of zc and v with differentials in H(R) by setting 9(f,g) = D(u,v), 
it follows from Green’s theorem that 
5 f(P) $Q (p) as, = - .wf> gi). 
9EC 
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Furthermore, since G vanishes on C x C - D we obtain 
THEOREM 16. (The second re$resentation theorem for regzllar regions.) 
Let R be a regular region and su$pose that f E X(r) is absolutely contilz- 
uous with res#ect to arc length on each of the comfionents of the topological 
boundary C if R. Then 
II 
n 
W) = k(P) 4) 4(P) df (4) + 2 CiRfP gw(fP $1 
(P.q)ECXC--D i,i=l 
(with the same convention about integrals over C x C - D as in Theorem 15). 
4. The Second Representation Theorem for Arbitrary Regions 
Up until now we have restricted ourselves to regular regions partly 
for the convenience of applying Lemma 1, or its analogs for N, K, and k, 
as freely as possible. In addition, the requirement that f be absolutely 
continuous with respect to arc length would not make sense if C were 
not at least rectifiable. We shall circumvent both of these difficulties 
in the present section. 
Clearly k is conformally invariant in an obvious sense, as well as 
gl,. * . , g”, which can easily be defined for any region. Hence the first 
difficulty can easily be overcome, as in Chapter I, merely by the comment 
that any region is conformally equivalent with a regular region. 
The remaining difficulty is to provide an appropriate definition of 
“absolute continuity” for functions which are merely defined on the set 
I’ of prime ends of any region, not necessarily regular. Suppose that R 
is conformally equivalent with a regular region R’ whose topological 
boundary C’ possesses Lebesgue measure v’ with respect to arc length, 
that f is the boundary function on r of some element of H(R), and that 
f’ is its image on C’. Then f’ may or may not be absolutely continuous 
with respect to v’. However, if R is also conformally equivalent with any 
other regular region R” whose topological boundary C” possesses Lebesgue 
measure v” with respect to arc length, and if f” is the image of f on C”, 
then f” is absolutely continuous with respect to v” if and only if f’ is 
absolutely continuous with respect to v’, as one easily sees by the conformal 
equivalence of R’ and R”. This suggests the following definition, which 
is analogous to Definition 7. 
DEFINITION 17. Let R be arty region with firime ends I’. Then a real- 
valued function f defined almost everywhere on r is absolutely continuous 
on r if and only if there exists a regular region R’ with topological boundary 
C’ such that R and R’ are conformally equivalent and the image of’ f is 
absolzctely continuous with respect to arc length on each component of C’. 
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In order to extend Theorem 16 to arbitrary regions it remains to 
define k on F x r - d. It suffices to note that k is a member of 
N(R) @ H(R) which is a conformal invariant on R x R, so that by 
appealing to the regular case its limits are defined on almost all Green 
lines as in Definition 7. With these conventions we have 
THEOREM 17. (The second representation theorem.) For any region K 
and any f E H(r) which is absolutely continuous as in Definition 17, 
n 
9(f) = 
il 
k(P> 4) df(P) df(4) + 2 %Wf> J%Yf> k?). 
(P,dErXr--d i,j= 1 
Appendix I 
THE DIRICHLET NORM OF A SUB-REGION 
In 5 I, 3 we obtained the first representation theorem by first represent- 
ing S@Jf) (as in Definition 10) for any E > 0 in terms of the values of u on 
r, and I’, where E > 7 > 0, then letting E approach zero. It is perhaps 
more natural to seek a representation of BE(f) directly in terms of f itself 
before passing to the limit. Two such representations are presented in 
this appendix, where for convenience we restrict ourselves to simply 
connected regular regions and boundary functions of elements of H’(R). 
No properties of the sub-region R, of R will be used in the sequal 
which are not also possessed by considerably more general sub-regions. 
Thus we shall consider any sub-region R’ of R for which F c R, supposing 
in addition that both R and R’ are regular, and that R is simply connected. 
It is possible to generalize the results by means of conformal mapping 
to a considerably more general situation. 
DEFINITION 18. For any sub-region, R’ of a region R and any u E H(R) 
with boundary function f E&‘(r), let&@‘(f) denote thenormSfpER,(du(p), du(p)). 
DEFINITION 19. For any sub-region R’ of a region R let k’ denote thal 
function on R x R whose values are given by 
. , 
k’(PF !I) = 
SJ 
VW, 4, Wr, 4). 
rER’ 
Clearly 9(f) converges to 9(f) and k’(p, q) converges to k(p, q) as R’ 
converges to R in the sense of Caratheodory, the latter assertion being 
a consequence of the reproducing property of k. The second representation 
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theorem may be considered as the limiting case of the following representa- 
tion of 9’(f); in fact a proof can be constructed by means of this result. 
THEOREM 18. Let R be alzy simply connected regular regio% with 
topological boundary C, artd let R’ be any regular szlb-region of R such that 
R’ c R. Thew for any bomdary function f of an element u E H’(R), 
9’(f) = IT k’(PJ Q) df (P) df(!l). 
PROOF. Let ZJ be the harmonic function in H(R) with boundary func- 
tion f, let 2 denote its harmonic conjugate, modulo additive constants, 
and let a/as, and a/&z, denote differentiations in the tangential and normal 
directions at any point Y of the boundary C’ of R’. Then by Green’s 
theorem, the Cauchy-Riemann relation au/&z+) + &Z/as,(r) = 0, and 
an integration by parts, we obtain 
i$ (Mr) dsr 
=- G(r) g (y) ds,, 
I 
rEC’ 
since the assumption R'c R guarantees that C’ is contained in the region 
R. In the rest of the proof we shall represent au/as,(r) and n(r) in terms 
of k and df, and apply Fubini’s theorem to obtain the final result, as in 
the proof of Theorem 13. Since aG/&z,( -,q) and aN/as,( -,q) are conjugate 
harmonic functions for any q E C, by Theorem 16, . 
for any r E C’ and q E C, the tangential and normal directions being 
determined in terms of these curves; this relation may also be obtained 
directly from the Bergman-Garabedian-Schiffer theorem. Thus 
g (4 = & j s PI @f(q) 4 
qec 
1 =- 276 5 & PI @f(q) 4 
B 
qec 
1 = -_ 2n 5 $ (yt 4 df(d > 
9eC 
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and since k(r,q) = l/(Bn)N(r,q) for any q E C it follows that 
Similarly, using the solution of a Neumann problem in R, we obtain 
ii(r) = - & 
5 
N(7, p) g (p) asp 
P PER 
1 * 
I 
au = -_ 
2n w, PI _ (P) dsl, as+ 
PER 
since u E H’(R). Substituting these values of &~/&,(r) and 6(r) into 
the previous result and applying Fubini’s theorem, it follows that 
LB’(f) = - 
i 
C(7) g (r)& 
I 
YCC’ 
= 55 [- 5 
WI PI Tj$ (YP4) dsr d/(q) 4(P). 
1 
(%J,4)EC xc lEC’ 
But by Green’s theorem 
k’(P, 4) = - 
i 
w, P) Y-g (7, q) dsr 
I 
?GC’ 
for any ($,q) E C x C, which completes the proof. 
Theorem 18 represents .9’(f) by means of an analog of the second 
representation theorem. The next project will be to obtain a similar 
analog of the first representation theorem. 
LEMMA 24. For any simply connected region R, 
Pk 
$-& (814) = 0, 
and sq (PP 9) = 0. 
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PROOF. The latter two relations are simply the complex conjugates 
of the former two, which we shall prove. By Theorem 9 and the definition 
of the harmonic kernel function R, k can be extended to a complex-valued 
function which is simultaneously analytic in zp and iq. Hence ak/&+(fi, +), 
whose value is half the derivative of the complex-valued function with 
respect to 4, is analytic in ,Fq, so that (@k/&z, &,J(p, 4) = 0 as desired, 
by the Cauchy-Riemann equations. Similarly, by the Bergman-Schiffer 
theorem, the Bergman-Garabedian-Schiffer theorem, and the Schiffer 
theorem, in that order, 
as asserted. 
The generalization of the preceding lemma to finitely connected regions 
may be found on p. 57 of [3]. 
DEFINITION 20. If R’ is any sub-region of a region R with Bergman 
kerliel furcction K, let K’ deBote that complex-valtied function on R x R 
such that 
K’(PJ 9) = K(P, 7W7, q) dw. 
We note that K’ is analytic in zp and f, and that K’(p, q) converges 
to K(p, q) as R’ converges to R in the sense of Caratheodory, by the 
reproducing property of K. We shall be interested primarily in an analog 
of Lemma 24. 
LEMMA 25. For any sub-region R’ of a simply connected region R, 
$ (P, 4) = ;K’(Ps d, 
s (P, d = ;K’(q, P)> and 
a2k’ 
w (PI d = 0. 
PROOF. As in the preceding lemma, it will suffice to prove the first 
two relations. We first note that 
(d.2, d.f) = (dx - i dy, dx - i dy) = (1 - 1) dx,, dy = 0 
and 
(dz, dz) = (dx - i dy, dx + i dy) = 2 dx,, dy. 
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and in a similar fashion 
a&q (dk@, y), dk(r, q)) = K($,+X(r, q) (&, dzr) = =($s W(r, q) da+,, dye 
so that we may integrate over R’ to obtain the desired result 
LEMMA 26. If R’ is any sub-region of a simply connected regular region K 
with topological boundary C then 
a2k’ 
G (P, q) (dsp + i an,) (ds, - i dn,) -I K’(P, q)% 4 
for asy (p,q) EC x C. 
PROOF. By Lemma 25 it will suffice to prove that if 
then 
For convenience we shall write Grip in place of aG/an,, with similar conven- 
tions for other derivatives. Recall that G,,(p, .) $- iN~,(p, .) and 
G,J . , q) + iN+. , q) are analytic for (9, q) E C x C, by Theorem 10, 
and note that the Cauchy-Riemann equations of both functions may 
simultaneously be written in the convenient form 
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Furthermore, using the properties of the 
on C, dGSP = dN+,$ = dGS, = dN,,q = 0. 
Green and Neumann functions 
Hence 
1 Z--- 4n2 & VW, 4 - dG(P, y), dN(rt d - dW> 8) 
= & (dNs,@, y) + i dG,&% r), dNsq(y, a) - i dGsq(c q)) 
= & (dNs,(P, y), dysqP> q)) = f @s&k ~1, dksqh 4)) 
= f Gq (dk($, r), dh(r, q)), 
so that we may integrate over R’ to obtain the desired result. 
We are now able to prove an analog of Theorem 7. 
THEOREM 19. Let R be any simfly connected regdar Ye&on with 
toflological boundary C, and let R’ be any regular sub-region such that 
FC R. Theta if f is the bozlrtdary function of an element of H’(R), 
9(f) = - $ 
is 
[f(P) - f(d12K’@1 d dZP% 
(P,P)ECXC 
PROOF. Applying Lemma 21 (or Lemma 19 in the case 6 = 0) to 
Theorem 18 we obtain 
9(f) = - ; 
55 
[f(p) - fkH2& (PI 4) dSfid%, 
(AdEC xc 
and since we are concerned only with the values of the differentials in 
the tangential directions to C at 9 E C and q E C we may apply Lemma 26 
to complete the proof, ignoring the terms dnP and dn,. 
One can easily strengthen Theorem 19 in several ways without altering 
the main idea of its proof. In the first place one can remove the condition 
that R be simply connected merely by carrying along the terms 
Cli= r cij oi oi in an appropriate fashion. In the second place one can 
probably remove the restriction R'c R by appealing to a more sophis- 
ticated version of Green’s theorem, as contained in [7], for example. 
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Finally, the regularity condition on R can be removed as in Sections I 
and II by an appeal to conformal mapping. The one condition which 
cannot be removed, as long as Theorem 18 is used in the proof of 
Theorem 19, is the condition that f should be at least absolutely contin- 
uous. Fortunately there is an entirely different approach which yields 
a considerably stronger theorem. 
THEOREM 20. If R’ is any subregion of an arbitrary region. R sztch 
that R’c R, and if some harmonic function OIZ R $ossesses as integrable 
boundary function f on I’ (not necessarily a member of .%“(I’)), then 
c?(f) = - f 
IS 
[f(p) - f(q)‘2K’(P? 9) dzpd%. 
(P,q)ErXr 
PROOF. Since dx,dy = i/2 dz, do it follows that 
where u is the given harmonic function on R. But Schiffer’s theorem 
implies that 
. ’ 
$ dz, = $ f(q)K(r, q) di, dz, 
7 1 qer 
and 
&d&=--i 2 f(HQ% 4 dzp dzr, I I 
PEP 
and hence we may apply Fubini’s theorem to obtain 
since 
-Q’(f) = 
II 
f(P)f(W(P, 4) dz, 4, 
@,dErx 1’ 
K’(fJ, 4) = ; 
II 
Q, r)K(r, q) dzr,, dz, 
IER’ 
and the restriction 8’ c R guarantees the necessary integrability condi- 
tions. Setting u G 1 it follows that 
i 
- 1 K(r,q)dZ,dz,= -; 1 
2 
PC@, Y) dz, di, = 0, 
gel per 
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so that the terms in f2($) and f2(q) vanish, which completes the proof. 
We remark that Theorem 20 may be used in place of Theorem 5 
to simplify the proof of the first representation theorem, although the 
earlier proof is more likely to generalize to higher dimensions. 
Appendix II 
THE CLASS s(r) AND ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
Clearly a necessary condition for a function f on .P to belong to &?(I’) 
is that 9*(f) < 60, where Q* is given in Definition 11, since Q*(f) = .9(f) 
whenever 9(f) < co, but it does not follow without further argument 
that 9*(f) < 00 implies .9(f) < m. In the case of the unit circle the 
condition is also sufficient, however, as we shall show. We shall also 
compare S(F) to the class of absolutely continuous functions on the 
circle in order to obtain some information concerning those functions to 
which the second representation theorem may be applied. 
We noted in the Introduction that Douglas first proved the first rep- 
resentation theorem for the circle; one can easily compute ( a2G/&zpan,) (p,q) 
in this case and apply Theorem 6 to obtain his result 
=wf) = & si [f(p) - f(q)12 sin-2 ~df&dB,. 
(p,dECXC-D 
The second representation for the unit circle is 
9(f) = & jj log(sin2 w)df@) df(q). 
(AdECXC--D 
The proof of the former identity, given on pp. 286-289 and pp. 307-311 
of [13] is valid for any f E L@(T) ft L2(P), although Douglas is primarily 
interested in continuous functions. An attempt is made to remove the 
condition f E H(r) by means of an argument involving the lower 
semicontinuity of B* and 9, but unfortunately the reasoning is faulty. 
Consequently, the sufficiency of the condition .9,(f) < 00 remained 
unproved until very recently. Nikolskii renewed interest in the problem 
in [27] by showing that if f E L2(r) and 
2.7% 
lim inf /z-l-’ 
s 
If@ + 4 - f(t)12 dt < ~0 
h-+0+ 
0 
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for some F > 0, then f E Z(r); in this case 
lim inf h--l-& 
5 
(ip + 4 - f(t) I2 &. 
h-+0+ 
0 
Conversely Nikolskii shows that Y?(~)c L2(r) and 
lim suph-ljilt + h) - f(t)12dt < 29(f) 
h-O+ 
0 
for any f E Z(r). As a consequence it follows that Douglas’ proof is 
valid for any f E %(I’), so that his result coincides exactly with 
Theorem 6 in the case of the unit circle. 
The next step was taken by G. Freud 1191, who showed that if f is 
continuous then f E Z’(r) if and only if 
25% 
5 
lf(s + t) - f(s - tH2 & ds < oo, 
t2 
This results was generalized to any f E L2(r) by Slobodeckii and BabiE 
in [29] and finally to any f E L(T) by Freud and Kralik in [20]. 
In fact, if f - CzSl ( a, cos nt + b, sin nt) and 0 < CC < 2, then 
X2= I na (~1,~ + bn2) < CO if and only if 
and since 9(f) = ?G cz= 1 n(uS2 + b,2) f or any integrable f, one obtains 
the desired condition on f by setting cc = 1. 
As a result of the theorem of Slobodeckii and BabiC one can easily 
justify Douglas’ original assertion. 
THEOREM 21. If ris the unit circle the% B(f) = 9.+(f) for any f E L2(r). 
PROOF. By Theorem 6 it suffices to consider the case 53(f) = XJ. 
In this case 2n 235 s I &+ q - f (s - t) ! 2 & ds t-2 s=o t=o 
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diverges by the theorem of Slobodeckii and BabiE, and since f E L2(r) 
this implies 9*(f) = 00 as required. 
The second representation theorem does not make any sense unless 
one assumes that the boundary function to which it is applied is absolutely 
continuous. This suggests that perhaps all the elements of Z’(r) are 
automatically absolutely continuous or at least that there is a close 
connection between the two function classes. Unfortunately there exist 
absolutely continuous functions which do not belong to X(r) as well 
as elements of Z(r) which are not absolutely continuous, as we shall 
show in the case of the unit circle. It is possible to impose very slight 
additional conditions on an absolutely continuous function, however, 
which are sufficient to guarantee that it also belongs to Z(r). 
Let R represent the unit disc and let R’ represent the concentric 
disc of radius r < 1. Then if a function f on the unit circle possesses the 
Fourier series xz= i (a,, cos nt + b, sin nt) one easily shows that 
9’(f) = Cz- 1 ny2’Yan2 + bn2), and since all the terms of this series are 
positive it follows that 9(f) = zz= r n(an2 + ba2), as we have already 
noted. By means of this representation Hadamard constructed a contin- 
uous function which does not belong to X(P) (see [as]). We shall 
strengthen this result by constructing an absolutely continuous function 
with the same property. The series cz= 2 (log n)-n2 cos nt is a Fourier 
series since its coefficients form a convex null sequence (see pp. 58 and 109 
of [33J), hence the series x2= 2 n-l (log n)- 1’2 sin nt is the Fourier series of 
an absolutely continuous function f for which 9(f) = 2:’ 2 (n log n)-i, 
which diverges. 
One expects that if f is discontinuous then it does not belong to X(r). 
For example, if 
f(t) = _ :I 1 
o<t<n 
9 - n<t<o, 
then f N Zz= i 2/nz sin nt so that 9(f) = 4/n ,Zz= ii/n, which diverges. 
The pathology of real function theory is not to be trusted, however, 
since there exist functions with much worse discontinuities which do 
belong to Z’(r) ; the following example is not even essentially bounded. 
The series Zz=, (n log n)-l cos nt is a Fourier series which is Cesaro 
summable to + 00 at t = 0, and since the Cesaro sums of essentially 
bounded functions are likewise bounded it follows that this is the Fourier 
series of a function f which is not essentially bounded, although 
C@(f) = 7~ Zz= 1 n-l (log n)-2 < bo. 
Since absolute continuity alone is not sufficient to guarantee that 
a function belongs to X’(r), it is natural to seek additional conditions 
which guarantee that an absolutely continuous function belong to s(r). 
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If f is absolutely continuous on the unit circle, with Fourier series 
co 
C( a, cos nt + b, sin nt), 
n=1 
and if f is its conjugate function, then one easily verifies directly that 
- 
5 
f(t) df(t) = n j n(an2 + bw2) 
t=0 n .= 1 
and hence that f~ L”(F) implies f E Z(r). One can even find a condi- 
tion on f itself which guarantees the convergence of - Jzo f(t) d/(t). 
If f is absolutely continuous, a fortiori it belongs to Lf’(lJ for any finite fi 
hence by Marcel Riesz’ theorem on conjugate functions 7~ LP(l’) for any 
finite $, and hence f E S(r) whenever f’ E LQ(I’) for some q > 1. The 
best theorem in this direction is due to Zygmund (see p. 607 of [32]); 
if f is absolutely continuous on the unit circle, and if If’ /(log+ lf’1)“2 is 
integrable, then f E X(T). 
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